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Overview
Technology and the internet have created a revolution in tourism
marketing. The internet not only inspires and provides consumers with
information on potential travel destinations; it also enables them to
take immediate action by booking online. Travellers are using a variety
of devices to conduct research and make travel bookings, including
laptops, tablets and mobile phones.
The internet also plays a role during the trip and long after the visitor
returns home. Travellers are increasingly engaging with businesses
after they have left, by posting reviews on websites such as TripAdvisor
and discussing their travel experiences with friends and total strangers
through social media websites such as Facebook, Twitter and Google+.
Over recent years the online landscape has become increasingly
complex and interconnected. This is most evident in the tourism
sector, where large websites (Booking.com, TripAdvisor, Google etc.)
are competing for market share.
Tourism businesses have the opportunity to promote themselves
successfully by engaging in a variety of marketing activities on the
internet. The first step in embracing online marketing is to understand
potential customers’ online habits.

Travel consumer online habits
Technology
The use of mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones is rising
rapidly. People in the UK connect to the Internet via an average of
three devices, which is higher than the global average. Potential
customers are researching travel decisions extensively on smartphones
and then purchasing either on their mobile, desktop computer, tablet
or offline.
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Social Media
The use of social media
has grown exponentially.
Organisations like the BBC see
social media as an integral
part of their daily activity and
traditional newspapers now class
themselves as ‘Media Groups’,
with the traditional paper being
only one part of their output.
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Social media networking platforms
have large numbers of monthly users
and are also being embraced by older
demographics. These platforms are
being used to conduct travel related
purchases, read reviews written by
previous customers and learn more
about a business before directly
engaging with it.
Tourism businesses of all sizes are using
social media to manage their reputation by keeping in contact with
past and potential customers.
Online booking
The online marketing landscape has changed
dramatically over the last few years, with the rise
of Online Travel Agents such as Booking.com and
the travelling public’s reliance on review sites like
TripAdvisor.
The rapid growth of online bookings and
advances in technology has completely changed
purchasing patterns for the travel consumer.
A travel consumer can now access websites which will display rates
and availability for multiple properties, give prominence to reviews left
by their friends and offer the functionality to make a booking in two or
three steps - all without engaging with the property directly. The pace
of change is increasing with initiatives evolving all the time.

Take a holistic view
In order to make the most of online marketing and the Online
Marketing Toolkit, a holistic approach should be adopted.
Creating a website which is ‘reactive’ (i.e. it works on different screen
sizes; desktop, tablet and mobile) is a good start to online marketing,
but it does not complete the picture. Optimising the website for search
engines is a useful second step so that the website is ‘searchable’
and appears on a search engine for the relevant searches. The key,
however, is to ensure that a business can be found on multiple
platforms.
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Potential customers may not use a search engine for their initial
research; they may use review websites such as TripAdvisor or Google
Maps. They may find a business through these platforms without using
a search engine at all.
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They may also use social media to ask both friends and total strangers
for recommendations as part of their travel research. A large
percentage of internet users are also watching videos on platforms
such as YouTube before making travel booking decisions.
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The Online Marketing Toolkit provides an introduction to engaging with
the modern travel consumer online. It contains step-by-step guides
to assist tourism businesses in adopting a multi-channel approach to
online marketing to maximise occupancy rates, yields and revenue.
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